**Cree Edge™ Series**

**CONSTRUCTION & MATERIALS**
- Luminaire sides are rugged die cast aluminum with integral, low brightness parabolic spun Alzak aluminum cone, 0.06" (2mm) thick.
- Integral weathertight electrical box with terminal strips (12Ga-20Ga) for use with shallow canopies that are less than 2.5" in height.
- Below ceiling serviceable driver tray for ease of upgrade or replacement.

**REGULATORY & VOLUNTARY QUALIFICATIONS**
- Meets Buy American requirements within ARRA.
- Meets FCC Part 15 standards for conducted and radiated emissions.
- Meets CE standards for CE Certified products.
- Enclosure rated IP66 per IEC 60529 when ordered without P or R options.

**PERFORMANCE SUMMARY**
- In accordance with IESNA TM-21-11, Projected Values represent interpolated value based on time durations that are greater than 25,000 hours.

**OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES**
- A variety of mounting options are available for different applications.
- See page 22 for weight & dimensions.

**LIMITED WARRANTY†**
- 5 years on luminaire/10 years on Colorfast DeltaGuard® finish with 20-60 LMF R7R5W4M.

**PRODUCT**
- Details of different models and their specifications are provided in the document.

**PATENTED TECHNOLOGY**
- Patented NanoOptic® Product Technology.

**UPDATED SPECIFICATIONS**
- Updated product information and specifications are available at FC Lighting's website or through their sales representatives.

**CONTACT**
- T (800) 473-1234    F (800) 890-7507
- T (800) 236-6800    F (262) 504-5415

**WEBSITE**
- www.cree.com

**LEGAL DISCLAIMER**
- The information and illustrations provided are for design and planning purposes only. All product, service and corporate names are the property of their respective owners. Product specifications and quotations may vary. Use of this document without the written consent of Cree Lighting, Inc. is strictly prohibited.